
To buzz is to interact, to move - to be engaged, alive and in tune with the multi-sensory. If applied to the 
landscape, “buzz” becomes a catalyst for wonder: Why is a garden made and what does it do? How would 
people act in and react to it? What happens if they see it from a distance, or up close? 

In response, Rose Revisited explores the expressiveness of a garden and the lingering buzz of innuendos 
rewarded to those who visit it. Through a curious, densely layered space of color, scent, and intersection, 
the garden attempts to simply lure visitors into a renewed contact with roses - those extraordinary yet 
forgotten flowers often overlooked for being cliché. 

Calming, overlapping volumes of glass walls frame the space into fine-grain solitary experiences and 
amplify diurnal atmospheric conditions: whether they cast blue shadows or collect morning due. The 
plants, mixed roses and red osier dogwoods, are strong together or alone and create continues bands of 
come-hither red across seasons. The free asymmetry of the garden offers a dialogue of circulation options 
favorable to exploration and passage, while movable seats encourage a pause for contemplation or 
repose. Similar to the dialectical way film editing forges meaning from separate parts, the garden is a 
collagic experience of elements that reinforce each other and make new relationships in place. 

“I do not know which to prefer,   
The beauty of inflections   
Or the beauty of innuendos,   
The blackbird whistling   
Or just after.”

- Wallace Stevens
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PLAN SCALE 1:200

GLASS WALLS vary between 6-7 feet (1.8-2m) 3

DOGWOODS Intermixed Cornus sericea & Cornus Sanguinea 

ROSES Intermixed Varieties
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GLASS WALLS: Heights vary between 1.8-2m (6-7’)
DOGWOODS: Intermixed Cornus sericea & Cornus Sanguinea
ROSES: Intermixed red varieties of strong fragrance
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Rose Revisited can exist in a forest or field, requiring 10x10 m, or 1/2 a site. 
Planting and wall sizes and/or quantities are approximate, depending on the given site.
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Today, there are very few gardens that grow 
nothing but roses. Perhaps roses should be 
grown with other things, blended in. Rose 
Revisited aims for a vivid balance of mixed 
garden roses, red osier dogwood, and blue 
glass walls - all organized to simultaneously 
express the garden as such and behold the 
visitor in rich, unforgettable, multi-sensory 
experiences.

Contemporary appearances of the rose 
derived from historical types of cultivation 
and form. Climbing roses and the notion of 
uniformity in height are taken to the extreme 
in this garden.

Collection and exhibition of the rose 
continued throughout the 1900s in private 
gardens with hundred of varieties and 
thousands of plants, acting as both a living 
museum and nursery of modern and 
historical varieties. However, roses were 
also uses as hedges with more practical 
functions such as dividing pastures.

Frederick Law Olmstead made a place for 
the rose in Franklin Park in 1886 in the form 
of a rose walk or garden that was separate 
from the rest of the landscape. Rambling 
roses cover arched walkways and the beds 
were filled with roses of every shape and 
color in bunches. The borders were lined 
with hedges - a typical background for the 
bedding plants.

Roses were included in flower arranging 
in the 18th century as seen in “June” from 
Robert Furber’s Twelve Months of Flowers 
(1730). Plants were pegged down full length 
to form a carpet of leaves and flowers on the 
ground. Later, Humphrey Repton’s rosarium 
at Ashridge and Capability Brown’s 
proposal for Brocklesby played into the 
flowers of distinction craze that superseded 
the old practice of plant variety and theatrical 
display.

Roses were gardened under Mogul emperors 
in the 1600 and 1700s. The channels of 
running water and division of the garden in 
to four quarters were typical features of the 
period. 

In 1800 a women, Empress Josephine, wife of Napoleon I, had an uncanny obsession with roses and grew a collection 
at the Chateau de Malmaison near Versailles. Following her garden as an example rose gardens soon spread through 
the aristocratic world through France, England, and America. Roses are and always will be a unique landscape feature, 
but today their presence has seemed to disappear. In contemporary landscape architecture, the use of roses is 
considered to be bold and unexpected. What is the role of the rose in public gardens of the 21st century? Above is a time 
line of the rose’s presence in landscape and subsequent diagrams of their evolving planting schemes in plan view.

A BRIEF TIME LINE
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